


A new soft contract collection that embraces 
the notion of choice. Combining a variety of 
distinct seating options that foster human-
centric work spaces, the ElevateTM collection 
allows every individual to work in the way that 
is the most inspiring and productive for them.

From soft, comfortable lounging options to 
private, task-focused solutions, each piece 
aims to help create an environment that 
functions for every individual working style, 
and task at hand. 







Garner
Offering a light, airy look, GarnerTM is 
designed to create an open space that’s 
soft, inviting, and exudes comfort. Available 
in a number of configurations featuring 
various lengths and components, its 
soft, beautiful cushions float on 
aluminum legs, while table tops can 
be finished in a variety of laminate, 
wood, or Cambria Quartz options. 

(Front Cover)

Garner 75422 & 75540  

84" bench with LAF square table and  

93" LAF corner sofa in Merkat Dark 

Terracotta with Cambria Ella Quartz  

and Dark Grey legs. 

Juxta LE 47141LE 

Square 36" occasional table with Cambria 

Ella Quartz and Dark Grey base. 

Verge 74001  

Lounge chair in Merkat Marine  

with Walnut base. 

Lull 74111  

Lounge chair in Merkat Pistachio. 

Ellaby 71161 

Lounge chair in Lavoro Blu with  

Walnut base. 

Geometry 71136 

Walnut rectangular coffee table. 

Danber 74221  

Sofa in Kura Seal Grey with  

Walnut base. 

Stix 71180  

Walnut side table. 

Lull 74111  

Lounge chair in Merkat Dark Terracotta.

Toss Pillow 56501 

20" x 20" toss pillow in Merkat Pistachio. 

Toss Pillow 56501 

20" x 20" toss pillow in Kura  

Old Platinum.  

  

(Left)

Garner 75424 & 75955  

84" bench with LAF square cushion and 

130" sofa with interior RAF square table  

in Merkat Marine with Cambria Ella Quartz 

table and Dark Grey legs.

Juxta LE 47141LE 

Square 36" occasional table with Cambria 

Ella Quartz and Dark Grey base.

Toss Pillow 56501 

20" x 20" toss pillow in Merkat Dark 

Terracotta. 

Toss Pillow 56501 

20" x 20" toss pillow in Merkat Dove.  



(Left)

Danber 74221  

Extended two seat sofa in 

Lavoro Grigio with Walnut base. 

Verge 74001  

Lounge chair in Allegra Steel  

Drum with Walnut base. 

Geometry 71136 

Walnut rectangular coffee table  

with Black laminate top.

Toss Pillow 56501 

20" x 20" toss pillow in Merkat  

Dark Terracotta. 

(Right) 

Verge 74001  

Lounge chair in Allegra Steel  

Drum with Walnut base.  







Verge
With small footprint yet large presence,  
VergeTM is a lounge chair designed to provide 
the feeling of a comfortable oversized  
lounger, without taking up the space of one. 
Beautiful and inviting, Verge offers plush, full 
cushions, enveloping structure, and a wood 
base that exudes warmth and softness – 
giving off a residential feel. Designed with a 
360-degree swivel for mobility, it’s made to 
foster easy communication and collaboration 
amongst individuals.



Ellaby 71161   

Lounge chair in Merkat Dark  

Terracotta with Walnut base. 

Stix 71180   

Walnut side table.

(Right)

Ellaby 71161   

Lounge chair in Merkat Dove  

with Walnut base.  



Ellaby
A working mid-back lounge chair that features 
individually moulded cushions that provide 
exceptional comfort and form dramatic, 
contoured curves that offer a hint of privacy.  
A light-scaled option that easily accommodates 
impromptu meetings, solitary work, relaxation 
– whatever a person needs to work best. The 
Ellaby chair features a dramatic, easel-shaped 
wood base that’s available in ash or walnut. 





Danber
Soft, comfortable, and proportionally beautiful, 
DanberTM brings the peaceful, relaxed setting of 
home to the work space. Clean, delicate lines, 
soft wooden legs, and rich Italian cushions all 
contribute to Danber’s calming sensation.  
It’s the type of piece that helps people take their 
mind off the fast-paced working environment 
and invites them to sink right in and focus. 
Available in both two seat and extended two 
seat sofas. 

Danber 74221  

Extended two seat sofa in  

Lavoro Grigio with Walnut base.

Turn 3903  

Side table in Walnut. 

Turn 3906 

Side table in Walnut and Black.

Toss Pillow 56501 

20" x 20" toss pillow in  

Merkat Pistachio. 



Lull
A private retreat that encourages focus, 
the all-new LullTM lounge chair is designed 
to bring individuals down into a grounded, 
pensive space. Smooth, curved edges, and 
noise reducing properties create a quiet 
haven for the individual. And a 360-degree 
swivel allows people to angle the seat to 
shelter their focus from any distractions.



Lull 74111  

Lounge chair in Merkat  

Tarnished Pewter. 

Lull 74111  

Lounge chair in California  

Collection Juniper.



 
Lull 74111  

Lounge chair in Merkat Tarnished Pewter.

Garner 75422 & 75956 

84" bench with LAF square table and 

130" sofa with interior RAF square 

cushion in Merkat Marine with Cambria 

Ella Quartz table and Dark Grey legs.

Ellaby 71161 

Lounge chair in Merkat Dark  

Terracotta with Walnut base. 

Bloc 71290 

Laptop table with Black laminate  

top and Black base.

Toss Pillow 56501 

20" x 20" toss pillow in Town Concrete.

Toss Pillow 56501 

20" x 20" toss pillow in Lavoro Mais. 





Stact 74321  

4-leg chair with plastic back and seat, 

with arms in Silver with Black legs.

Stact 74313 

4-leg chair with plastic back and 

upholstered seat, armless in Steel  

Blue and California Collection  

Mushroom with Black base. 



Stact
Sculpted, curved shape, and easily mobile, 
StactTM is perfect for common areas where 
conversation, creativity, and the exchange 
of ideas are welcomed. The back tucks 
under the seat for lines that are clean and 
seamless. Stact, as the name suggests, is 
stackable, and is offered in a wood, plastic, 
or an upholstered seat.

Stact 74321  

4-leg chair with plastic back and seat, 

with arms in Silver with Black legs.

Stact 74313 

4-leg chair with plastic back and 

upholstered seat, armless in Steel  

Blue and California Collection  

Mushroom with Black base. 

Stact 74323  

4-leg chair with plastic back and 

upholstered seat, with arms in  

Silver with Cordillera Dark Shark  

with Black base. 



Ellaby 71161  

Lounge chair in Selva Mushroom  

with Walnut base.

Stix 71180 

Walnut side table. 

Verge 74001 

Lounge chair in Allegra Steel Drum  

with Walnut base.

Turn 3906 

Side table in Walnut and Black.  



View the full Elevate collection, including additional models, current cut sheets, options, and pricing on keilhauer.com

Danber 74221  

Extended two seat Sofa in Lavoro Grigio with Walnut base.

Verge 74001  

Lounge chair in Allegra Steel Drum  

with Walnut base. 

Stact 74323  

4-leg chair with plastic back and upholstered 

seat, with armrest in Silver with California 

Collection Mushroom with Black base. 

Ellaby 71161  

Lounge chair in Merkat Dove with Walnut base. 

Lull 74111  

Lounge chair in Merkat 

Tarnished Pewter. 

Garner 75422 & 75540 

84" bench with LAF square table and 93" LAF corner  

sofa in Merkat Dark Terracotta with Cambria Ella  

Quartz and Dark Grey legs.

Garner 75650 

102" sofa in Lavoro Mandarin and Polished  

Aluminum legs.

Garner 75424 & 75724 

84" bench with LAF square cushion, 112" bench  

with LAF square cushion in Merkat Dark Olive with  

Dark Grey legs.

Garner 75240 & 75541 

65" LAF corner bench and 93" LAF corner bench with  

RAF square table in District-5 Steel Blue with Cambria  

Ella Quartz and Dark Grey legs.

Garner 75832, 75720 & 75843  

121" RAF corner bench with LAF square table,  

112" bench and 121" LAF corner bench with RAF  

square cushion in Sustain Indigo with Cambra  

Ella Quartz and Polished Aluminum legs.

Garner 75420 & 75722 

84" bench and 112" bench wth LAF square table in 

California Misty Grey with Black laminate table and  

Black legs.





Designer Collaborations 
Keilhauer carefully selects product 
designers whose design philosophies and 
values complement our commitment to 
design excellence. Our partnerships with 
some of the best designers in the world 
result in the beautiful, functional products 
that make up the Keilhauer catalog.

Quality Materials 
Resilient steel; rich, solid wood; luxurious 
leathers and fabrics; Keilhauer sources the 
finest materials in the world to ensure 
every piece is built for comfort, durability, 
and admiration.

Engineering Iconic 
From sketch to model, from prototype to a 
coveted icon of design – our engineers 
work side by side with product designers to 
create extraordinary seating and tables. 
Ingenuity, research, and talent transform 
vision into reality.

Crafting Excellence 
Keilhauer’s legacy is based on the expertise 
of master upholsterers, pattern cutters, 
engineers, and tailors. Every item is crafted 
to provide our customers with exceptional 
quality and to add another chapter to our 
story of excellence.

Sustainability Focused 
As with all Keilhauer furniture, the Elevate 
collection is built from the highest quality 
materials and is supported by Keilhauer’s 
standard 10-year warranty. The Elevate 
collection is expected to carry BIFMA level® 
2 (gold) and SCS Global Services 
certification for Indoor Air Quality at the 
Indoor Advantage Gold level.

Design Leadership 
Provoking, iconic, and covetable, Keilhauer is 
recognized around the world for design 
excellence. Every piece in our offering 
features unparalleled craftsmanship, 
thoughtful details, and incredible comfort.



keilhauer.com/elevate
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